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HYDE TOOLS INTRODUCES THE NEW
QUICKLY CLEAN™ GLOVE
SOUTHBRIDGE, MA – Got a jobsite mess? Stubborn stains on your car? Oil paint on
your hands and tools? Clean anything fast with the new, eco-friendly HYDE® Quickly Clean™
Glove.
Developed by a house painter, the HYDE® Quickly Clean™ Glove has a patented weave
that turns it into a “miracle glove” for cleaning
almost anything without harsh chemicals. It
removes oil-based and latex paint, caulk,
adhesive, grease, dirt and grime and more,
using nothing harsher than plain water or mild
hand soap. First intended for worksite
cleanup, the Quickly Clean™ Glove is also
perfect for household chores like cleaning the
oven, refrigerator or shower.
Many products currently in use are
chemical-based and labeled “avoid contact with your skin.” By contrast, the HYDE® Quickly
Clean™ Glove actually buffs and rejuvenates skin. It is a healthful alternative to chemicals that are
absorbed and dry the skin, and to Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) products that are being
removed from the market.
From paintbrushes and trays to caulk guns and caked trowels, the Quickly
Clean™ Glove is the ideal cleaning aid. The special materials and unique patented weave of this
glove also makes it effective at removing spilled paint and stain from floorboards, tools and
hardware, and algae, dirt and grime from outdoor lawn furniture, boats, grills and many other
surfaces. The glove is reusable, machine washable and dryer safe.
One size fits most, allowing the Quickly Clean™ Glove to be used by both men and women.
Perfect for painters, mechanics and hobbyists alike.
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The Quickly Clean™ Glove is now available at Ace, True Value and Do-It-Best
locations, and is available online through a variety of retail outlets. For more information and a
video, go to hydetools.com and search item #44250.
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